INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE AND CONNECTIONS

MULTIPLEXER 2032

1) Connect the 1015 cable on the Rear Panel of the PT2025 unit as a 1011 cable except that the 4p LEMO connector with the taper sleeve red is connected on the I/O Board.

2) Connect the other end of the 1015 cable on the MUX 2032 as follows:

3) Connect the MUX 2031 on the MUX 2032 with 1011 cables.

4) The MPX button on the PT2025's Front panel or the command Pc, make the selection of the outputs of the MUX 2031.

5) The new command Ic (c= A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H), make the selection of the outputs of the MUX 2032.

NOTE:

This command is not in the User's Manual but it works exactly in the same way as the command "Pc" described in pages 24 and 48.